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The image of the kitchen table features throughout Leonora Carrington's work, from which themes
of fertility, ageing, the occult, and culinary practice arise. Combining the arcane and the domestic,
Old Maids has its kitchen table surrounded by ladies sharing high tea with a monkey and five
magpies. At the centre of the painting is a small figure wearing a black shroud, with a halo of white
spikes protruding from their head, neck and shoulders. This central figure is redolent of Catholic
imagery, something that would have surrounded Carrington where she lived in Mexico from the
early 1940s. [1] It is a typical example of Carrington's merging of different religious and folkloric
signifiers.

Carrington was interested in collapsing the boundaries between humans, animals and food. Her
1974 novel The Hearing Trumpet centres around an elderly woman who, in the climactic moments of
the story, cooks herself into a broth and eats herself before going on to live in a post-apocalyptic
community of other nonagenarians, alongside 'cats, werewolves, bees and goats’. [2] The danger of
ontological indistinction presented by the need to eat in both humans and animals, [3] can be
interpreted as threatening or disruptive. In much of Carrington's work, ontological boundaries are
perpetually under threat, and humans can be seen returning to primal or feral sensibilities in
varying degrees of abjection and blasphemy. Old Maids on the other hand displays a lightly
humourous approach to these boundaries in 'the daintily draped table typical of bourgeois
households' which 'has been slyly re-envisioned as a non-hierarchical meeting ground between
women, their animal familiars, and the celestial realms’. [4] The kitchen table is thus both a site of
middle-class mundanity and hermetic significance.

In the title Old Maids - interpreting 'old maid' to mean an unmarried woman or spinster - there is an
interesting foreshadowing of the paintings of 'crones' that Carrington would later produce in the
1980s. The figures in this painting are slender and smooth, and dressed in jewel-toned, opulent
headwear, while the figures in such paintings as Kron Flower (1987) and The Magdalens (1986) are
wrinkled, hirsute and dressed simply. They do however share a kind of conspiratorial body language,
in which small groups of women appear to be gossiping or sharing secrets. By focusing on the
archetype of the old maid or the crone throughout her practice, Carrington rejects the 'ideals of
youth and beauty that dominate both contemporary culture and most of the history of Western
painting’. [5] In the context of the Surrealist movement, of which Carrington was a key artist, and
the pervading fixation on the figure of the femme-enfant (the child-woman) as muse, [6] this is
particularly interesting. Carrington rejects the femme-enfant by repeatedly valorising the spinster
woman, no longer desired or deemed to be useful by society, in what might be perceived as an act of
feminist restoration.

Alicia Rodriguez. June 2022
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TO-BE-REPLACED-WITH-A-GAP

The English-born Leonora Carrington painted The Old Maids in Mexico City, where she was living
and working at Alvaro Obregon 174 in July 1947, after having emigrated to Mexico via the United
States as a political refugee in 1943. [1] The work forms part of a group of paintings created by the
artist for her first solo-exhibition, held at the Pierre Matisse Gallery in New York in 1948, where it
was exhibited under the alternative title Before the Excursion. [2]

An archway invites us into a large kitchen with fireplace and dining table. The room is inhabited by
the three old maids, a tall woman and mysterious figure, as well as a monkey, and a group of
magpies. They all surround an elegantly decked table for tea time and engage in communal eating.
The scene, as common for the artist, transforms domestic and every day occurrences, like food
preparation and consumption, into ritualistic and mysterious activities. [3]

The painting combines memories from the artist’s childhood in an English country house and
references to British children’s literature with inspiration drawn from her new home country Mexico
and her experience of transit. Susan Aberth has pointed out the resemblance of the curious central
figure to colonial robed figurines of the Virgin Mary in Mexico. [4] A halo of stars surrounds its
moon-like face, which is echoed in the otherworldly presence manifesting above it near the ceiling.
[5] Its small stature in comparison to the other towering figures makes it appear child-like.

The woman to its right holding a pie appears especially tall, her head touching the ceiling. This
giantess in the context of the fantastical tea time is reminiscent of Lewis Carroll’s Alice, a figure
Carrington and other surrealist artists were particularly fond of. [6] The doorway in the background
reveals a corridor leading towards another doorway to the outside. A figure with hat followed by a
black cat is determinately walking towards it, carrying a small bag, possibly departing on the



excursion the alternative title is alluding to.

The painting was long thought to be painted in oil. Recent research, however, suggests that the
work is executed in casein tempera, a medium the artist used in several works from that year. [7]
Casein are milk proteins and the artist’s choice of a ‘milk medium’ resonates with the work’s themes
of feeding, nourishment and nurturing of the imagination.

Helen Bremm, June 2022
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